
TASK 1:  Information and Reference Resources Online Portal (IRROP) – a reflective discussion 
 

For any future Librarian or Information Specialist who is required to develop a strong understanding 
and gain a sound knowledge of core skills in areas that focus on research, research and referencing, 
the IRROP provides this opportunity.  
 
As I examined the delivery mode of IRROP while completing the 9 modules over a period of a few 
days, the IRROP presented itself to me as an efficient and condensed learning resource. The 
designed layout of the web pages containing IRROP’s content ensured effortless navigation 
throughout each module delivered. 
 
While reflecting as an ‘engaged student’ undertaking the individual modules, exercises supplied 
(where available) had proven invaluable as I learned how to strengthen various skills such as critical 
analysis when experimenting with the available reference tools and suggestions. In completing the 
exercises it broadened my awareness of core attributes that are deemed a necessity for any 
information professional retrieving information of a print or electronic format. The exercises also taught 
additional skills integral to a role that deliver information services. These skills involve determination of 
quality, quantity, availability, authoritativeness, relevancy and accessibility.   
 
After finishing the Dictionary module (including answering the listed questions), I can determine I would 
decide upon an authoritative resource such as www.oxforddictionaries.com when providing a word 
definition. The authoritative of Oxford Dictionaries is determined by publication history, links to 
reputable publishers as well as viewing their web page source code. For a Reference Librarian who is 
asked to provide a word definition, utilisation of a dependable ‘online’ resource it would be more 
preferable than immediately directing someone to a library shelf. One of the most important reasons 
for this I believe is the purpose of providing quick retrieval when providing this service. While working 
through the IRROP modules I further learned these methods are also dependent upon the 
accuracy/quality of the definition requirements as determined by a Reference Librarian who is 
providing the answer to a word definition query. From personal experience, I consider 
www.dictionary.com is just as reliable and is first choice selecting a free resource for a quick answer 
when required in my ‘everyday’ life.  
 
An example exercise (Dictionary): 
I placed the keywords electronic dictionary within the Google and Yahoo search engines. The results 
displayed within each demonstrated that these keywords utilised were not a good selection of keyword 
phrasing.  A multitude of dictionary translators and/or electronic dictionary gadgets prevailed at the top 
of each search engine results. Yahoo allowed for more scope to displayed results by including online 
database resources, CD-ROM purchases, definitions (Wikipedia), eDictionaries and so forth. 
Rewording the keywords to reflect online dictionary the results were vastly different. This keyword 
phrase provided a more direct hit and therefore was better suited when resourcing an online dictionary 
resource.  
 
An example exercise (Maps, Atlases, Gazetters): 
The exercises completed in this learning module, required searching QUT Library catalogue and 
finding geographical sources. One particular search was to locate atlases held in the catalogue. I was 
surprised to discover atlases are no longer a collection of various types of maps from around the 
world. Atlases now comprise of various collections of maps that can contain different physical features, 
populations, scientific recordings and so on, whereas maps are frequently just an illustration of a 
country or a certain place. 
 
Overall and in reflection of the IRROP’s entire learning modules, it is evident print and electronic 
resource versions should be complementary to each other. It is well known that the internet contains a 
plethora of resources but authoritative and quality website sources are critical in the delivery of 
information retrieval that is provided to the user who posed any type question. Print versions 
regrettably outdate as quickly as they are published. The only way print resources/references can stay 
relevant in a modern information environment is by publishing continuously reviewed reprints.  

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/
http://www.dictionary.com/

